Oh wait. That’s the other guy’s tubing.

Most plastic tubing manufacturers are like car dealers
in the 1920’s: “You can have your car in any color you
want, just as long as it’s black.” They are content to
offer their tubing customers a “choice” between black,
clear or white. The obvious question then is why does
Freelin-Wade offer their tubing in 28 standard stock
colors?
First, there are lots of of tubing applications where the
plastic tubing takes center stage. The right color can
be a powerful branding tool for whatever you’re
building. You will also find that eye-popping color will

catch your customer’s eyes, drawing them to your
product. Color will make your product stand out and
take you to a new level.
Of course another reason for having so many color
choices is how much easier it is to trace a line. Have
you ever tried to trace a single black tube through an
all black, eight tube assembly? Yikes.
Now just imagine the impact of every line being a
different color. Tracing that line is easy... in fact, it’s
kind of humdrum.
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You’ve got a leak in one of your lines.
Now you need to pull the line and
replace it.

In addition to our 28 stock colors,
it’s easy for us to match virtually any
color you can dream up. We extrude
a rainbow of custom colors for our
customers, every day. Pick a color
from the Pantone® Color Library or
just send us a swatch of the color
you want us to match.

If your tubing bundle is all one color,
then you’ve got a project on your
hands. If your tubing assembly is
longer than your arm, tracing will take
so long that you might as well just
replace the whole thing. There’s just no
good way to label and track a onecolor line.
“Which one has the leak?”
Ahh... but if on the other hand, you had
used Freelin-Wade tubing with our 28
stock colors, then this would be easy.
The leak’s in the red one.

Some Popular Tubes with Available In-Stock Colors
Material

OD

ID

PUR 95A

1/8”

.066”

PUR 95A

5/32“

3/32”

Color is also a great way to draw
attention to something for safety
reasons. You can’t miss seeing our
neon colored tubing.

PUR 90A

3/8“

.245”

PUR 85A

1/8”

.066”

Nylon 11

5/32”

.106”

Nylon 11

4 mm 2.7 mm

PE

1/2”

.375”

We’re the fastest in the industry at
getting you the right tubing, in just
the right color to cause your own
reactions.
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This chart shows the color options for some of our popular in-stock tubing materials and sizes. Not every
stock color is available in every tubing material and size in stock. Please refer to the Freelin-Wade catalog or
online at www.freelin-wade.com for more information and specific color options for the size and material you
require. You can also call us at 888-373-9233.
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www.freelin-wade.com
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